Introduction

There are many ways that people may reach to their dream and achieve their effective goal. Many people complain from poor achievement because their plans lack the main and basic principles that lead to proper achievement. As leaders, motivation always plays strong role for people to get what they plan to do. It becomes more significantly when those motivations are moral and ethics. Furthermore, moral and ethical leaders can come with great outcomes because they have power toll that taps on people dignity. In this paper, I will discuss the importance of ethics and educational leadership and the impact of improvement in different educational filed.

The meaning of ethics

Ethics and moral are two main important terminologies that always help leaders to get their proposal goal. Being a moral or ethical leader has huge impact for leaders when they behave in their life. According to Ciulla (2003), ethical leaders usually have the same attitude toward some issues because they deal and analyze issues based on ethical prospective. More importantly, moral and ethical leaders have many followers because people like to work with a leader who basically behaves ethically on all his or her work. Thus, followers will not find it hard to know more about their ethical leaders and their way of thinking for different issues. So, it is really meaningful when people who work with you know your behavior and expect your action in some cases.

Some description of ethical leaders

Leaders are different in their thinking on how they can achieve their goal or win on their enemies in the competition’s field. Some leaders believe that they are the victory maker and they become proud and become selfish with others because they are arrogance and they lack of ethics. In contrast, ethical and moral leaders do not think or believe that they are the only victory or successful makers. According to Ciulla (2003) ethical leaders always put people first and try to engage all workers together because that know that success can not depend on small group of people. In addition, sharing knowledge and work as a team are significantly strategies that usually lead to great success and outcomes (Fullan, 2007).
Ethical leaders achieve success because they won people’s heart before start get their hands. Ethical and moral leaders should have prepared with some unique characters that distinguish them between other leaders. Generosity is one of the most important feature that help leaders to get more followers in different field (johnson, 2009). Also, generous leaders like to help their workers because they believe that put people needs first. Being a generous leader helps followers to work with you because followers know that they would get what they need. Moreover, sharing knowledge and working as a team are tremendous because all individuals inside the team become united and they feel that they are partner in the success regardless of each individual basic role (Bolman & Deal, 2008). Their internal motivation will guide them to work hardly in order to achieve their goal because they feel that they have important role in such success.

VISIONARY LEADERSHIP

A visionary leader is very clear about his or her ideas and plans. He or she knows what best for students- for their academic, social and emotional learning (Fullan, 2007). Also, the leader’s great beliefs have developed in involvement and engagement with other stakeholders onto some type of vision and mission statement. Thus, this visionary leadership will ease barriers for leaders and their followers to achieve their planned goals.

DETERMINATION OF BARRIERS AND THEIR SOLVES

According to previous studies, there are many factors behind the successful of inclusion process in the field of education for students with special needs. The main barriers, which many teachers suffer from when they attempt to include special education students in general setting, represented in three main points. First, both educators and school personnel suffer from the lack of training in the field of inclusive education (Conroy, 2011). This absence of employee professional development leads many teachers and school personnel to be unaware of dealing with impaired students. Also, some teachers have tried hardly to be more productive and creative to adopt new strategies to help this group of students.

Second, many teachers have stated that one of the biggest factors impeded the meaningful of inclusion is the shortage of resources. According to Kuzub (2002), large and small schools’ districts complain from the lack of reasonable and adapted equipment because of the budget restriction. So, the shortage of adapted equipment goes further than the inclusion by affecting educational system of students with special needs. For example, when schools do not provide the students with needed tools that mean educational and inclusion will not be applied. Special education students need assistive devices in order to help them to tackle with their peers during the educational process in the classrooms. Lack of devices leads teachers to spend long time on creating reasonable equipment that help their students to study.

Finally, many teachers stated that they do not have enough time to teach students who have difficulties. Time management is a major problem when teachers try to present effective teaching for those students (Kuzob, 2002). Also, time with the student on an individual basis is crucially important in order to pre-teach some new skills and concepts (Conroy, 2011). Therefore, teachers of students with special needs require more time when they adapt new equipment or teach new skills.

EMPLOYEES’ DEVELOPMENT

The field of education is one of the most important field that needs ongoing improvement and development. According to yell (2012) education should be provided for each individual in our society. Ethical educational leaders will concentrate on people attitude toward change because it is very important to change people’s mindset. So, hard effort should take place in order to deliver suitable education for our children. Ethical educational leaders will present great education because they have the ability to change people attitude toward better change (Johnson, 2009).
They always tapping on people dignity and encourage people to feel that they are able to make improvement (Bolman & Deal, 2008). In addition, getting best and knowledgeable people always make big improvement because they are experts in their areas. Dividing missions on specialized people will save the time and make big progress in the field of education. Ethical educational leaders will improve their employee with needed developmental courses in order to be more qualified in the educational environment. Also, effective leaders will provide their employee with individualized support as well as appropriate models of best practice (Ciulla, 2003).

**Meaningful change toward betterment**

Leaders need to be brave in order take some difficult action toward valuable change (Johnson, 2009). Successful change is knowing that all effective approaches are socially based and action oriented, both of which change by performance rather than by making plans (Fullan, 2007). This strategy will show its vision about change by acting it out. It demonstrates the importance of the action by starting to immediately work on what we want to achieve. One of the main important elements is to strengthen social relationships, which lead to more trust as well as stimulating collaboration (Fullan, 2007). Also, gaining individuals' confidence needs various types of actions such as getting involved in conversation, completing admired work, showing respect while communicating and signifying the inclusion of others (Fullan, 2007).

A socially based solution is very important to reach people's motivation and feelings. “Fostering professional learning communities should include forums for teachers to collectively reflect on and collaborate on the ethnic and moral dimensions of their work and behavior” (Fullan, 2007). Cooperating, and working as a group, is essential to improve our environmental work as well as our behavior. Furthermore, organizations should involve and support all members to be involved, as well as show them empathy when they are in difficult circumstances. Establishment leaders, who need to apply a reliable change, must leave their own fantasy and find the best way of making the change in their school culture (Reeve, 2006). So, barriers between the leaders and their colleagues should be removed in order to grant them satisfaction and motivate them to be more productive.

The third component of successful change is to confirm that best employees should be appointed for difficulties. According to their distinct qualifications, which associated with their cumulative experiences, brilliant employees are usually appointed to solve the problems that happen in jobs (Fullan, 2007). Talented principals and leaders are always wanted because they know exactly how to work on problems as well as show their ability of dealing with hard circumstances. Because of the raised problems and challenges, the demand of experts to solve such situation is very important (Fullan, 2007).

**Conclusion**

To sum up, leadership plays strong role in achieving success and improvement. Ethical leaders promise them selves and their followers to present great development to their communities. Moreover, effective leaders will have the ability to diagnose real problems in our educational environment as well as they promise to come with effective strategies to solve those problems. Furthermore, effective leaders prepare them selves to face expected and unexpected crisis in their field. They work hard with other experts to bring deserved improvement in our education for all students.
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